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Abstract
Recently, coding has been a useful technique to mitigate the effect of stragglers in distributed computing.
However, coding in this context has been mainly explored under the assumption of homogeneous workers, although
the real-world computing clusters can be often composed of heterogeneous workers that have different computing
capabilities. The uniform load allocation without the awareness of heterogeneity possibly causes a significant loss in
latency. In this paper, we suggest the optimal load allocation for coded distributed computing with heterogeneous
workers. Specifically, we focus on the scenario that there exist workers having the same computing capability,
which can be regarded as a group for analysis. We rely on the lower bound on the expected latency and obtain the
optimal load allocation by showing that our proposed load allocation achieves the minimum of the lower bound
for a sufficiently large number of workers. From numerical simulations, when assuming the group heterogeneity,
our load allocation reduces the expected latency by orders of magnitude over the existing load allocation scheme.
Index Terms
Coded distributed computing, heterogeneous clusters, optimal load allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
D ISTRIBUTED computing has become the mainstream for most computing platforms [1]–[3] tosupport today’s increasing demand for handling large-scale data and computational workloads.
Splitting the computation task into the multiple sub-computations and allocating them to multiple com-
puting nodes, distributed computing improves the system latency enjoying the virtue of concurrent/parallel
processing of subtasks. Moreover, the inherent scalability, which means that users can easily add workers
to the system as the demand for computing grows, leads distributed computing to the emerging de facto
standard for many modern computing architectures.
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2However, some straggling workers from various sources of delay including transient and permanent
failures can potentially limit the performance of distributed computing systems, since commodity com-
puting nodes are often deployed to enhance the cost-effectivity. To address this issue, in [4] the authors
introduce the notion of coded computation which exploits the redundant sub-computations to speed up the
distributed matrix-vector multiplication. More specifically, coding improves the computation latency by
allowing a subset of the computation results to complete the overall computation. For example, to multiply
a matrix A(∈ R2k×d) with a vector x(∈ Rd×1), one can split A into two submatrices, i.e., A = [A1;A2]
where A1 ∈ Rk×d and A2 ∈ Rk×d. The submatrices are encoded to [A1;A2;A1 + A2] and the three
subtasks A1x, A2x and (A1 + A2)x are assigned to the three distributed workers, respectively. Then,
collecting any two out of three subtask results would be sufficient for obtaining Ax, which is directly
translated into the tolerance to the one-straggling worker and reduction in computation latency.
Galvanized by the work of [4], the idea of coded computation using homogeneous workers has been
widely used for the various types of computations: coding for speeding up high-dimensional matrix-
matrix multiplications [5]–[9], matrix multiplication with the awareness of practical computing cluster
architectures [10]–[12], distributed optimization [13]–[16], gradient descent [17]–[22], convolution [23],
distributed inference and transmission in mobile edge computing [24], and node-selection based subtask
assignment method [25]. The work of [26]–[28] deals with exploiting stragglers’ computation results. In
[29], the authors propose a coded caching scheme for a device-to-device network with straggling servers.
A learning-based code design to approximate unavailable computation results is suggested in [30].
Practical large-scale systems, however, usually consist of heterogeneous workers with different comput-
ing capabilities [31]. The uniform allocation of the workload to workers with the ignorance of heterogeneity
potentially leads to the loss of system performance. This naturally induces our main problem: how
can we optimally allocate the workload to the heterogeneous workers in the distributed matrix-vector
multiplication? Specifically, we focus on the scenario assuming the group heterogeneity, which means
that the workers having the same computing capability are regarded as a group for analysis. This group
heterogeneity comes from, for example, the incremental deployment of groups of computing machines in
data centers. Note that our modeling is not limited to the computing cluster architectures with physically
grouped workers.
Despite its importance, to the best of our knowledge, only the work of [32] and [33] considers the
latency of coded matrix multiplication under the assumption of heterogeneous workers. The work of [32]
resorts to the two-step alternative problem formulation maximizing the expected number of aggregated
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<latexit sha1_base64="z k/1FHS8mSpEBZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAF L3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9aYdOJmFmIpb Qv3DjQhG3/o07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEsG1cd1vZ219Y 3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqK QRoHATjC5yf3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGjZUe+hE14yDMn maDStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpX hTOCs3E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKkISxsk8aMld/b 2Q00noaBXYyT6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalCyxUdhKoiJSX4 +GXKFzIipJZQpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV0n7sua5Ne/u qtqoF3WU4BTO4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpujnRfn3flYjK 45xc4J/IHz+QP6N5ES</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z k/1FHS8mSpEBZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAF L3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9aYdOJmFmIpb Qv3DjQhG3/o07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEsG1cd1vZ219Y 3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqK QRoHATjC5yf3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGjZUe+hE14yDMn maDStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpX hTOCs3E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKkISxsk8aMld/b 2Q00noaBXYyT6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalCyxUdhKoiJSX4 +GXKFzIipJZQpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV0n7sua5Ne/u qtqoF3WU4BTO4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpujnRfn3flYjK 45xc4J/IHz+QP6N5ES</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z k/1FHS8mSpEBZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAF L3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9aYdOJmFmIpb Qv3DjQhG3/o07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEsG1cd1vZ219Y 3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqK QRoHATjC5yf3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGjZUe+hE14yDMn maDStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpX hTOCs3E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKkISxsk8aMld/b 2Q00noaBXYyT6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalCyxUdhKoiJSX4 +GXKFzIipJZQpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV0n7sua5Ne/u qtqoF3WU4BTO4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpujnRfn3flYjK 45xc4J/IHz+QP6N5ES</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z k/1FHS8mSpEBZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAF L3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9aYdOJmFmIpb Qv3DjQhG3/o07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEsG1cd1vZ219Y 3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqK QRoHATjC5yf3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGjZUe+hE14yDMn maDStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpX hTOCs3E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKkISxsk8aMld/b 2Q00noaBXYyT6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalCyxUdhKoiJSX4 +GXKFzIipJZQpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV0n7sua5Ne/u qtqoF3WU4BTO4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpujnRfn3flYjK 45xc4J/IHz+QP6N5ES</latexit>
x
<latexit sha1_base64="z k/1FHS8mSpEBZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAF L3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9aYdOJmFmIpb Qv3DjQhG3/o07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEsG1cd1vZ219Y 3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqK QRoHATjC5yf3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGjZUe+hE14yDMn maDStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpX hTOCs3E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKkISxsk8aMld/b 2Q00noaBXYyT6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalCyxUdhKoiJSX4 +GXKFzIipJZQpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV0n7sua5Ne/u qtqoF3WU4BTO4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpujnRfn3flYjK 45xc4J/IHz+QP6N5ES</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z k/1FHS8mSpEBZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAF L3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9aYdOJmFmIpb Qv3DjQhG3/o07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEsG1cd1vZ219Y 3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqK QRoHATjC5yf3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGjZUe+hE14yDMn maDStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpX hTOCs3E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKkISxsk8aMld/b 2Q00noaBXYyT6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalCyxUdhKoiJSX4 +GXKFzIipJZQpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV0n7sua5Ne/u qtqoF3WU4BTO4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpujnRfn3flYjK 45xc4J/IHz+QP6N5ES</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z k/1FHS8mSpEBZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAF L3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9aYdOJmFmIpb Qv3DjQhG3/o07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEsG1cd1vZ219Y 3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqK QRoHATjC5yf3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGjZUe+hE14yDMn maDStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpX hTOCs3E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKkISxsk8aMld/b 2Q00noaBXYyT6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalCyxUdhKoiJSX4 +GXKFzIipJZQpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV0n7sua5Ne/u qtqoF3WU4BTO4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpujnRfn3flYjK 45xc4J/IHz+QP6N5ES</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z k/1FHS8mSpEBZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAF L3xWeur6tLNYBFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9aYdOJmFmIpb Qv3DjQhG3/o07/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEsG1cd1vZ219Y 3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqK QRoHATjC5yf3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGjZUe+hE14yDMn maDStWtuXOQVeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpX hTOCs3E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKkISxsk8aMld/b 2Q00noaBXYyT6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalCyxUdhKoiJSX4 +GXKFzIipJZQpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV0n7sua5Ne/u qtqoF3WU4BTO4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpujnRfn3flYjK 45xc4J/IHz+QP6N5ES</latexit>
x
<latexit sha 1_base64="zk/1FHS8mSpEB ZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8X icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNY BFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9 aYdOJmFmIpbQv3DjQhG3/o0 7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEs G1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bP zisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pR cIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5yf 3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGj ZUe+hE14yDMnmaDStWtuXOQ VeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZi gWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs3E81Jp RN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKk ISxsk8aMld/b2Q00noaBXYy T6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalC yxUdhKoiJSX4+GXKFzIipJZ QpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV 0n7sua5Ne/uqtqoF3WU4BTO 4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpu jnRfn3flYjK45xc4J/IHz+Q P6N5ES</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="zk/1FHS8mSpEB ZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8X icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNY BFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9 aYdOJmFmIpbQv3DjQhG3/o0 7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEs G1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bP zisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pR cIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5yf 3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGj ZUe+hE14yDMnmaDStWtuXOQ VeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZi gWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs3E81Jp RN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKk ISxsk8aMld/b2Q00noaBXYy T6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalC yxUdhKoiJSX4+GXKFzIipJZ QpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV 0n7sua5Ne/uqtqoF3WU4BTO 4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpu jnRfn3flYjK45xc4J/IHz+Q P6N5ES</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="zk/1FHS8mSpEB ZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8X icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNY BFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9 aYdOJmFmIpbQv3DjQhG3/o0 7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEs G1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bP zisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pR cIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5yf 3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGj ZUe+hE14yDMnmaDStWtuXOQ VeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZi gWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs3E81Jp RN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKk ISxsk8aMld/b2Q00noaBXYy T6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalC yxUdhKoiJSX4+GXKFzIipJZ QpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV 0n7sua5Ne/uqtqoF3WU4BTO 4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpu jnRfn3flYjK45xc4J/IHz+Q P6N5ES</latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="zk/1FHS8mSpEB ZApQfJlcuignc0=">AAAB8X icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNY BFclUQEuyy4cVnBPrANZTK9 aYdOJmFmIpbQv3DjQhG3/o0 7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMvc+4JEs G1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bP zisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pR cIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5yf 3OIyrNY3lvpgn6ER1JHnJGj ZUe+hE14yDMnmaDStWtuXOQ VeIVpAoFmoPKV38YszRCaZi gWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs3E81Jp RN6Ah7lkoaofazeeIZObfKk ISxsk8aMld/b2Q00noaBXYy T6iXvVz8z+ulJqz7GZdJalC yxUdhKoiJSX4+GXKFzIipJZ QpbrMSNqaKMmNLKtsSvOWTV 0n7sua5Ne/uqtqoF3WU4BTO 4AI8uIYG3EITWsBAwjO8wpu jnRfn3flYjK45xc4J/IHz+Q P6N5ES</latexit>
A˜1x<latexit sha1_base64="FWXRgjwCWtirVG+aABoOkilt 6y4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlIsAiuSiKCXVbcuKxgH9CUMJnctEMnkzAzEUvIzo2/4saFIm79BXf+jZM2gr YeGDhzzr3ce4+fMCqVbX8ZS8srq2vrlY3q5tb2zq65t9+RcSoItEnMYtHzsQRGObQVVQx6iQAc+Qy6/viq8Lt3ICSN+a 2aJDCI8JDTkBKstOSZR66iLIDMjbAa+WF2meee8/O5zz2zZtftKaxF4pSkhkq0PPPTDWKSRsAVYVjKvmMnapBhoShhkF fdVEKCyRgPoa8pxxHIQTa9I7dOtBJYYSz048qaqr87MhxJOYl8XVlsKOe9QvzP66cqbAwyypNUASezQWHKLBVbRShWQ AUQxSaaYCKo3tUiIywwUTq6qg7BmT95kXTO6o5dd27Oa81GGUcFHaJjdIocdIGa6Bq1UBsR9ICe0At6NR6NZ+PNeJ+VL hllzwH6A+PjGxKGmgg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FWXRgjwCWtirVG+aABoOkilt 6y4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlIsAiuSiKCXVbcuKxgH9CUMJnctEMnkzAzEUvIzo2/4saFIm79BXf+jZM2gr YeGDhzzr3ce4+fMCqVbX8ZS8srq2vrlY3q5tb2zq65t9+RcSoItEnMYtHzsQRGObQVVQx6iQAc+Qy6/viq8Lt3ICSN+a 2aJDCI8JDTkBKstOSZR66iLIDMjbAa+WF2meee8/O5zz2zZtftKaxF4pSkhkq0PPPTDWKSRsAVYVjKvmMnapBhoShhkF fdVEKCyRgPoa8pxxHIQTa9I7dOtBJYYSz048qaqr87MhxJOYl8XVlsKOe9QvzP66cqbAwyypNUASezQWHKLBVbRShWQ AUQxSaaYCKo3tUiIywwUTq6qg7BmT95kXTO6o5dd27Oa81GGUcFHaJjdIocdIGa6Bq1UBsR9ICe0At6NR6NZ+PNeJ+VL hllzwH6A+PjGxKGmgg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FWXRgjwCWtirVG+aABoOkilt 6y4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlIsAiuSiKCXVbcuKxgH9CUMJnctEMnkzAzEUvIzo2/4saFIm79BXf+jZM2gr YeGDhzzr3ce4+fMCqVbX8ZS8srq2vrlY3q5tb2zq65t9+RcSoItEnMYtHzsQRGObQVVQx6iQAc+Qy6/viq8Lt3ICSN+a 2aJDCI8JDTkBKstOSZR66iLIDMjbAa+WF2meee8/O5zz2zZtftKaxF4pSkhkq0PPPTDWKSRsAVYVjKvmMnapBhoShhkF fdVEKCyRgPoa8pxxHIQTa9I7dOtBJYYSz048qaqr87MhxJOYl8XVlsKOe9QvzP66cqbAwyypNUASezQWHKLBVbRShWQ AUQxSaaYCKo3tUiIywwUTq6qg7BmT95kXTO6o5dd27Oa81GGUcFHaJjdIocdIGa6Bq1UBsR9ICe0At6NR6NZ+PNeJ+VL hllzwH6A+PjGxKGmgg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FWXRgjwCWtirVG+aABoOkilt 6y4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSlIsAiuSiKCXVbcuKxgH9CUMJnctEMnkzAzEUvIzo2/4saFIm79BXf+jZM2gr YeGDhzzr3ce4+fMCqVbX8ZS8srq2vrlY3q5tb2zq65t9+RcSoItEnMYtHzsQRGObQVVQx6iQAc+Qy6/viq8Lt3ICSN+a 2aJDCI8JDTkBKstOSZR66iLIDMjbAa+WF2meee8/O5zz2zZtftKaxF4pSkhkq0PPPTDWKSRsAVYVjKvmMnapBhoShhkF fdVEKCyRgPoa8pxxHIQTa9I7dOtBJYYSz048qaqr87MhxJOYl8XVlsKOe9QvzP66cqbAwyypNUASezQWHKLBVbRShWQ AUQxSaaYCKo3tUiIywwUTq6qg7BmT95kXTO6o5dd27Oa81GGUcFHaJjdIocdIGa6Bq1UBsR9ICe0At6NR6NZ+PNeJ+VL hllzwH6A+PjGxKGmgg=</latexit> A˜2x<latexit sha1_base64="93ZYJT7jtlWVsFCHUYplXwgL CDc=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgqiRFsMuKG5cV7AOaECaTSTt0MgkzE7GE7Nz4K25cKOLWX3Dn3zhpI2 jrgYEz59zLvff4CaNSWdaXUVlZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfM/YOejFOBSRfHLBYDH0nCKCddRRUjg0QQFPmM9P3JVeH374iQNO a3apoQN0IjTkOKkdKSZx47irKAZE6E1NgPs8s895o/n/vcM+tWw5oBLhO7JHVQouOZn04Q4zQiXGGGpBzaVqLcDAlFMS N5zUklSRCeoBEZaspRRKSbze7I4alWAhjGQj+u4Ez93ZGhSMpp5OvKYkO56BXif94wVWHLzShPUkU4ng8KUwZVDItQY EAFwYpNNUFYUL0rxGMkEFY6upoOwV48eZn0mg3batg35/V2q4yjCo7ACTgDNrgAbXANOqALMHgAT+AFvBqPxrPxZrzPS ytG2XMI/sD4+AYUFJoJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93ZYJT7jtlWVsFCHUYplXwgL CDc=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgqiRFsMuKG5cV7AOaECaTSTt0MgkzE7GE7Nz4K25cKOLWX3Dn3zhpI2 jrgYEz59zLvff4CaNSWdaXUVlZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfM/YOejFOBSRfHLBYDH0nCKCddRRUjg0QQFPmM9P3JVeH374iQNO a3apoQN0IjTkOKkdKSZx47irKAZE6E1NgPs8s895o/n/vcM+tWw5oBLhO7JHVQouOZn04Q4zQiXGGGpBzaVqLcDAlFMS N5zUklSRCeoBEZaspRRKSbze7I4alWAhjGQj+u4Ez93ZGhSMpp5OvKYkO56BXif94wVWHLzShPUkU4ng8KUwZVDItQY EAFwYpNNUFYUL0rxGMkEFY6upoOwV48eZn0mg3batg35/V2q4yjCo7ACTgDNrgAbXANOqALMHgAT+AFvBqPxrPxZrzPS ytG2XMI/sD4+AYUFJoJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93ZYJT7jtlWVsFCHUYplXwgL CDc=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgqiRFsMuKG5cV7AOaECaTSTt0MgkzE7GE7Nz4K25cKOLWX3Dn3zhpI2 jrgYEz59zLvff4CaNSWdaXUVlZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfM/YOejFOBSRfHLBYDH0nCKCddRRUjg0QQFPmM9P3JVeH374iQNO a3apoQN0IjTkOKkdKSZx47irKAZE6E1NgPs8s895o/n/vcM+tWw5oBLhO7JHVQouOZn04Q4zQiXGGGpBzaVqLcDAlFMS N5zUklSRCeoBEZaspRRKSbze7I4alWAhjGQj+u4Ez93ZGhSMpp5OvKYkO56BXif94wVWHLzShPUkU4ng8KUwZVDItQY EAFwYpNNUFYUL0rxGMkEFY6upoOwV48eZn0mg3batg35/V2q4yjCo7ACTgDNrgAbXANOqALMHgAT+AFvBqPxrPxZrzPS ytG2XMI/sD4+AYUFJoJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="93ZYJT7jtlWVsFCHUYplXwgL CDc=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgqiRFsMuKG5cV7AOaECaTSTt0MgkzE7GE7Nz4K25cKOLWX3Dn3zhpI2 jrgYEz59zLvff4CaNSWdaXUVlZXVvfqG7WtrZ3dvfM/YOejFOBSRfHLBYDH0nCKCddRRUjg0QQFPmM9P3JVeH374iQNO a3apoQN0IjTkOKkdKSZx47irKAZE6E1NgPs8s895o/n/vcM+tWw5oBLhO7JHVQouOZn04Q4zQiXGGGpBzaVqLcDAlFMS N5zUklSRCeoBEZaspRRKSbze7I4alWAhjGQj+u4Ez93ZGhSMpp5OvKYkO56BXif94wVWHLzShPUkU4ng8KUwZVDItQY EAFwYpNNUFYUL0rxGMkEFY6upoOwV48eZn0mg3batg35/V2q4yjCo7ACTgDNrgAbXANOqALMHgAT+AFvBqPxrPxZrzPS ytG2XMI/sD4+AYUFJoJ</latexit>
Master
Worker 1 Worker 2 Worker N
A˜1
<latexit sha1_base64="2RXbsZmXyu8q7nnft2arLgms MjY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZuBovgqiQi2GXFjcsK9gFNCJPJpB06eTAzEWoI/oobF4q49T/c+TdO2iy09c DA4Zx7uWeOn3ImlWV9Gyura+sbm7Wt+vbO7t6+eXDYk0kmCO2ShCdi4GNJOYtpVzHF6SAVFEc+p31/clP6/QcqJEviez VNqRvhUcxCRrDSkmceO4rxgOZOhNXYD/ProvBsz2xYTWsGtEzsijSgQsczv5wgIVlEY0U4lnJoW6lycywUI5wWdSeTNM Vkgkd0qGmMIyrdfJa+QGdaCVCYCP1ihWbq740cR1JOI19PliHloleK/3nDTIUtN2dxmikak/mhMONIJaisAgVMUKL4V BNMBNNZERljgYnShdV1Cfbil5dJ76JpW0377rLRblV11OAETuEcbLiCNtxCB7pA4BGe4RXejCfjxXg3PuajK0a1cwR/Y Hz+AM3+lWY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2RXbsZmXyu8q7nnft2arLgms MjY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZuBovgqiQi2GXFjcsK9gFNCJPJpB06eTAzEWoI/oobF4q49T/c+TdO2iy09c DA4Zx7uWeOn3ImlWV9Gyura+sbm7Wt+vbO7t6+eXDYk0kmCO2ShCdi4GNJOYtpVzHF6SAVFEc+p31/clP6/QcqJEviez VNqRvhUcxCRrDSkmceO4rxgOZOhNXYD/ProvBsz2xYTWsGtEzsijSgQsczv5wgIVlEY0U4lnJoW6lycywUI5wWdSeTNM Vkgkd0qGmMIyrdfJa+QGdaCVCYCP1ihWbq740cR1JOI19PliHloleK/3nDTIUtN2dxmikak/mhMONIJaisAgVMUKL4V BNMBNNZERljgYnShdV1Cfbil5dJ76JpW0377rLRblV11OAETuEcbLiCNtxCB7pA4BGe4RXejCfjxXg3PuajK0a1cwR/Y Hz+AM3+lWY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2RXbsZmXyu8q7nnft2arLgms MjY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZuBovgqiQi2GXFjcsK9gFNCJPJpB06eTAzEWoI/oobF4q49T/c+TdO2iy09c DA4Zx7uWeOn3ImlWV9Gyura+sbm7Wt+vbO7t6+eXDYk0kmCO2ShCdi4GNJOYtpVzHF6SAVFEc+p31/clP6/QcqJEviez VNqRvhUcxCRrDSkmceO4rxgOZOhNXYD/ProvBsz2xYTWsGtEzsijSgQsczv5wgIVlEY0U4lnJoW6lycywUI5wWdSeTNM Vkgkd0qGmMIyrdfJa+QGdaCVCYCP1ihWbq740cR1JOI19PliHloleK/3nDTIUtN2dxmikak/mhMONIJaisAgVMUKL4V BNMBNNZERljgYnShdV1Cfbil5dJ76JpW0377rLRblV11OAETuEcbLiCNtxCB7pA4BGe4RXejCfjxXg3PuajK0a1cwR/Y Hz+AM3+lWY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2RXbsZmXyu8q7nnft2arLgms MjY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesrPnZuBovgqiQi2GXFjcsK9gFNCJPJpB06eTAzEWoI/oobF4q49T/c+TdO2iy09c DA4Zx7uWeOn3ImlWV9Gyura+sbm7Wt+vbO7t6+eXDYk0kmCO2ShCdi4GNJOYtpVzHF6SAVFEc+p31/clP6/QcqJEviez VNqRvhUcxCRrDSkmceO4rxgOZOhNXYD/ProvBsz2xYTWsGtEzsijSgQsczv5wgIVlEY0U4lnJoW6lycywUI5wWdSeTNM Vkgkd0qGmMIyrdfJa+QGdaCVCYCP1ihWbq740cR1JOI19PliHloleK/3nDTIUtN2dxmikak/mhMONIJaisAgVMUKL4V BNMBNNZERljgYnShdV1Cfbil5dJ76JpW0377rLRblV11OAETuEcbLiCNtxCB7pA4BGe4RXejCfjxXg3PuajK0a1cwR/Y Hz+AM3+lWY=</latexit>
A˜2
<latexit sha1_base64="hx1HNGMUfwUceFpLeoWX6gMP FCo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzEyyCq5IUwS4rblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTMTIQagr/ixoUibv0Pd/6NkzYLbT 0wcDjnXu6Z4yeMSmVZ30ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/qB8e9WWcCkx6OGaxGPpIEkY56SmqGBkmgqDIZ2TgT28Kf/BAhKQxv1 ezhLgRGnMaUoyUlrz6iaMoC0jmREhN/DC7znOv5dUbVtOaw1wldkkaUKLr1b+cIMZpRLjCDEk5sq1EuRkSimJG8pqTSp IgPEVjMtKUo4hIN5unz81zrQRmGAv9uDLn6u+NDEVSziJfTxYh5bJXiP95o1SFbTejPEkV4XhxKEyZqWKzqMIMqCBYs ZkmCAuqs5p4ggTCShdW0yXYy19eJf1W07aa9t1lo9Mu66jCKZzBBdhwBR24hS70AMMjPMMrvBlPxovxbnwsRitGuXMMf 2B8/gDPgpVn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hx1HNGMUfwUceFpLeoWX6gMP FCo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzEyyCq5IUwS4rblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTMTIQagr/ixoUibv0Pd/6NkzYLbT 0wcDjnXu6Z4yeMSmVZ30ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/qB8e9WWcCkx6OGaxGPpIEkY56SmqGBkmgqDIZ2TgT28Kf/BAhKQxv1 ezhLgRGnMaUoyUlrz6iaMoC0jmREhN/DC7znOv5dUbVtOaw1wldkkaUKLr1b+cIMZpRLjCDEk5sq1EuRkSimJG8pqTSp IgPEVjMtKUo4hIN5unz81zrQRmGAv9uDLn6u+NDEVSziJfTxYh5bJXiP95o1SFbTejPEkV4XhxKEyZqWKzqMIMqCBYs ZkmCAuqs5p4ggTCShdW0yXYy19eJf1W07aa9t1lo9Mu66jCKZzBBdhwBR24hS70AMMjPMMrvBlPxovxbnwsRitGuXMMf 2B8/gDPgpVn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hx1HNGMUfwUceFpLeoWX6gMP FCo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzEyyCq5IUwS4rblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTMTIQagr/ixoUibv0Pd/6NkzYLbT 0wcDjnXu6Z4yeMSmVZ30ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/qB8e9WWcCkx6OGaxGPpIEkY56SmqGBkmgqDIZ2TgT28Kf/BAhKQxv1 ezhLgRGnMaUoyUlrz6iaMoC0jmREhN/DC7znOv5dUbVtOaw1wldkkaUKLr1b+cIMZpRLjCDEk5sq1EuRkSimJG8pqTSp IgPEVjMtKUo4hIN5unz81zrQRmGAv9uDLn6u+NDEVSziJfTxYh5bJXiP95o1SFbTejPEkV4XhxKEyZqWKzqMIMqCBYs ZkmCAuqs5p4ggTCShdW0yXYy19eJf1W07aa9t1lo9Mu66jCKZzBBdhwBR24hS70AMMjPMMrvBlPxovxbnwsRitGuXMMf 2B8/gDPgpVn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hx1HNGMUfwUceFpLeoWX6gMP FCo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf9bFzEyyCq5IUwS4rblxWsA9oQphMJu3QySTMTIQagr/ixoUibv0Pd/6NkzYLbT 0wcDjnXu6Z4yeMSmVZ30ZlbX1jc6u6XdvZ3ds/qB8e9WWcCkx6OGaxGPpIEkY56SmqGBkmgqDIZ2TgT28Kf/BAhKQxv1 ezhLgRGnMaUoyUlrz6iaMoC0jmREhN/DC7znOv5dUbVtOaw1wldkkaUKLr1b+cIMZpRLjCDEk5sq1EuRkSimJG8pqTSp IgPEVjMtKUo4hIN5unz81zrQRmGAv9uDLn6u+NDEVSziJfTxYh5bJXiP95o1SFbTejPEkV4XhxKEyZqWKzqMIMqCBYs ZkmCAuqs5p4ggTCShdW0yXYy19eJf1W07aa9t1lo9Mu66jCKZzBBdhwBR24hS70AMMjPMMrvBlPxovxbnwsRitGuXMMf 2B8/gDPgpVn</latexit>
A˜N
<latexit sha1_base64="1eYgL5F3KN09YCj1PH86lJwHxTo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIYJcV N66kgn1AE8JkOmmHTh7M3Ag1BH/FjQtF3Pof7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzx08EV2BZ30ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tndM/cPuipOJWUdGotY9n2imOAR6wAHwfqJZCT0Bev5k+vC7z0wqXgc3cM0YW5IRhEPOCWgJc88coCLIcuckMDYD7KrPPduPbNuNawZ 8DKxS1JHJdqe+eUMY5qGLAIqiFID20rAzYgETgXLa06qWELohIzYQNOIhEy52Sx9jk+1MsRBLPWLAM/U3xsZCZWahr6eLEKqRa8Q//MGKQRNN+NRkgKL6PxQkAoMMS6qwEMuGQUx1YRQyXVWTMdEEgq6sJouwV788jLpnjdsq2HfXdRbzbKOKjp GJ+gM2egStdANaqMOougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/ExH60Y5c4h+gPj8wf58pWD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1eYgL5F3KN09YCj1PH86lJwHxTo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIYJcV N66kgn1AE8JkOmmHTh7M3Ag1BH/FjQtF3Pof7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzx08EV2BZ30ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tndM/cPuipOJWUdGotY9n2imOAR6wAHwfqJZCT0Bev5k+vC7z0wqXgc3cM0YW5IRhEPOCWgJc88coCLIcuckMDYD7KrPPduPbNuNawZ 8DKxS1JHJdqe+eUMY5qGLAIqiFID20rAzYgETgXLa06qWELohIzYQNOIhEy52Sx9jk+1MsRBLPWLAM/U3xsZCZWahr6eLEKqRa8Q//MGKQRNN+NRkgKL6PxQkAoMMS6qwEMuGQUx1YRQyXVWTMdEEgq6sJouwV788jLpnjdsq2HfXdRbzbKOKjp GJ+gM2egStdANaqMOougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/ExH60Y5c4h+gPj8wf58pWD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1eYgL5F3KN09YCj1PH86lJwHxTo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIYJcV N66kgn1AE8JkOmmHTh7M3Ag1BH/FjQtF3Pof7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzx08EV2BZ30ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tndM/cPuipOJWUdGotY9n2imOAR6wAHwfqJZCT0Bev5k+vC7z0wqXgc3cM0YW5IRhEPOCWgJc88coCLIcuckMDYD7KrPPduPbNuNawZ 8DKxS1JHJdqe+eUMY5qGLAIqiFID20rAzYgETgXLa06qWELohIzYQNOIhEy52Sx9jk+1MsRBLPWLAM/U3xsZCZWahr6eLEKqRa8Q//MGKQRNN+NRkgKL6PxQkAoMMS6qwEMuGQUx1YRQyXVWTMdEEgq6sJouwV788jLpnjdsq2HfXdRbzbKOKjp GJ+gM2egStdANaqMOougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/ExH60Y5c4h+gPj8wf58pWD</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1eYgL5F3KN09YCj1PH86lJwHxTo=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62v+Ni5GSyCq5KIYJcV N66kgn1AE8JkOmmHTh7M3Ag1BH/FjQtF3Pof7vwbJ20W2npg4HDOvdwzx08EV2BZ30ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tndM/cPuipOJWUdGotY9n2imOAR6wAHwfqJZCT0Bev5k+vC7z0wqXgc3cM0YW5IRhEPOCWgJc88coCLIcuckMDYD7KrPPduPbNuNawZ 8DKxS1JHJdqe+eUMY5qGLAIqiFID20rAzYgETgXLa06qWELohIzYQNOIhEy52Sx9jk+1MsRBLPWLAM/U3xsZCZWahr6eLEKqRa8Q//MGKQRNN+NRkgKL6PxQkAoMMS6qwEMuGQUx1YRQyXVWTMdEEgq6sJouwV788jLpnjdsq2HfXdRbzbKOKjp GJ+gM2egStdANaqMOougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/ExH60Y5c4h+gPj8wf58pWD</latexit>
· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="mKAbw2gpne3PxIcqdg49AW/g prc=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx 8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJ pyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54t oZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKOGn4skzZAnbLkoyiRBReavk1BozlBOLaFMC3srYWOqKUMbU MWG4K2+vE46V3XPrXv317Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwQ004Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8Aq1WPJQ==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="mKAbw2gpne3PxIcqdg49AW/g prc=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx 8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJ pyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54t oZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKOGn4skzZAnbLkoyiRBReavk1BozlBOLaFMC3srYWOqKUMbU MWG4K2+vE46V3XPrXv317Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwQ004Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8Aq1WPJQ==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="mKAbw2gpne3PxIcqdg49AW/g prc=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx 8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJ pyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54t oZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKOGn4skzZAnbLkoyiRBReavk1BozlBOLaFMC3srYWOqKUMbU MWG4K2+vE46V3XPrXv317Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwQ004Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8Aq1WPJQ==</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="mKAbw2gpne3PxIcqdg49AW/g prc=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48V7Ae0oWw2m3btJht2J0IJ/Q9ePCji1f/jzX/jts1BWx 8MPN6bYWZekEph0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pGJVpxttMSaV7ATVcioS3UaDkvVRzGgeSd4PJ7dzvPnFthEoecJ pyP6ajRESCUbRSZ8BChWZYrbl1dwGyTryC1KBAa1j9GoSKZTFPkElqTN9zU/RzqlEwyWeVQWZ4StmEjnjf0oTG3Pj54t oZubBKSCKlbSVIFurviZzGxkzjwHbGFMdm1ZuL/3n9DKOGn4skzZAnbLkoyiRBReavk1BozlBOLaFMC3srYWOqKUMbU MWG4K2+vE46V3XPrXv317Vmo4ijDGdwDpfgwQ004Q5a0AYGj/AMr/DmKOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8Aq1WPJQ==</lat exit>
Fig. 1: The master sends the input vector x to the N workers, each of which stores A˜i. Worker i computes
A˜ix with straggling parameter µi, and sends back the computation result to the master.
subtask results from the workers. We take a different approach to obtain the optimal load allocation; we
rely on the lower bound on the expected latency and obtain the optimal load allocation by showing that
our proposed load allocation achieves the minimum of the lower bound for a sufficiently large number
of workers. The group heterogeneity reflecting the constraints in the practical computing clusters is a key
assumption that enables this lower bound approach to yield the optimal load allocation. Relative to [32],
our work suggests the theoretical lower bound for the expected latency and provides a simpler way of
proofs thanks to the group heterogeneity. Moreover, the proposed analysis is applicable to the regime
that the complexity of problem does not depend on the size of computing system, while the analysis of
[32] requires a linearly scaling problem complexity in the number of workers. In modeling of [33], every
worker is assigned the same fixed number of rows of the uncoded data matrix A even with an increasing
number of the workers, which leaves a room for improvement. By relaxing the above condition in [33],
our load allocation reduces the latency by orders of magnitude over the allocation in [33] as the number
of workers increases.
Contribution: The key contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
• We provide a new proof method to derive the optimal load allocation for computing clusters that
consist of heterogeneous workers under the classical probabilistic model for latency.
• For a sufficiently large number of workers, we present the optimal load allocation for heterogeneous
workers by finding a lower bound of the expected latency and its achievable scheme.
• We demonstrate the optimal design of the (n, k) maximum distance separable (MDS) code to achieve
the minimum expected latency based on the proposed load allocation.
Notations: We denote [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n} for n ∈ N. Let P([n]) be the power set of [n]. For
4any u ∈ [n] ∪ {0}, we define Nu = {A ∈ P([n]) : |A| = u}. For nonnegative functions f(n) and
g(n), we denote f(n) = Θ(g(n)) if there exist k1 > 0, k2 > 0, n0 ∈ N such that if n > n0, then
k1g(n) ≤ f(n) ≤ k2g(n). The ceil function of x(∈ R), denoted by dxe, returns the smallest integer that
is greater than or equal to x.
II. SYSTEM MODEL, MODEL ASSUMPTIONS, AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We focus on the distributed matrix-vector multiplication over a master-worker setup in heterogeneous
clusters. In this section, we describe our computation model and runtime distribution model.
A. Computation Model
We assume that there are N workers that are divided into G groups, each of which has a different
number of workers and different runtime distribution.1 In this modeling, group j consists of Nj workers,
i.e.,
∑
j∈[G] Nj = N . We assign a computation task to multiply a given data matrix A ∈ Rk×d with an
input vector x ∈ Rd×1 to the N distributed workers. We apply an (n, k) MDS code to the rows of A for
obtaining the coded data matrix A˜ ∈ Rn×d. Afterwards, the rows of A˜ are grouped into N submatrices as
A˜ = [A˜1; A˜2; . . . ; A˜N ], where A˜i ∈ Rli×d is the coded data matrix allocated to worker i and n =
∑N
i=1 li.
It is assumed that workers in each group j are assigned the coded data matrix with the same number of
rows, denoted by l(j). Then, worker i is assigned a subtask to compute A˜ix and sends back the product
to the master upon finishing its subtask as shown in Fig. 1. The master can retrieve Ax by collecting the
inner product of any k coded rows with x due to the MDS property.
B. Runtime Distribution Model
Let T (j) denote the random variable representing the round trip time taken for calculating the inner
product of l(j) rows of A˜ with x at a worker in group j. We assume that the random variable T (j) follows
a shifted exponential distribution with rate µ(j) as follows:
Fj(t) = Pr(T
(j) ≤ t) = 1− e−
kµ(j)
l(j)
(
t−α(j)l(j)
k
)
(1)
for t ≥ α(j)l(j)
k
and j ∈ [G], where α(j) is the shift parameter of a worker in group j. The probabilistic
model is motivated by the model proposed in [34] which is used for modeling latency of file queries from
cloud storage systems. The distribution has been widely accepted in the existing literature [4], [23], [32].
1Although our modeling assumes the group heterogeneity, the latency analysis can be extended to approximate the latency of the computing
system with “fully” heterogeneous workers by grouping the workers based on the reasonable off-the-shelf clustering methods.
5As demonstrated in [4], [32], the shifted exponential model provides a good fit for the runtime distribution
over cloud computing platform such as AWS EC2. Moreover, the shifted exponential distribution provides
an adequate balance between accuracy and analytical tractability.
Considering the homogeneous master-worker model as in [4], i.e., G = 1 and α(j) = 1, the number of
rows allocated to each worker becomes l(j) = kN . It follows that the probabilistic model in (1) is equal to
that of [4]. In addition, the difference between the model represented in (1) and the model in [32] is as
follows: This paper assume that the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of task runtime for a worker
with straggling parameter µ(j) and shift parameter α(j) to calculate k rows is
1− e−µ(j)(t−α(j)). (2)
On the other hand, the paper in [32] assume that the CDF of task runtime for a worker with straggling
parameter µ(j) and shift parameter α(j) to calculate one row is equal to (2).
C. Problem Formulation
For given an input data matrix with k rows and G groups of workers with the straggling parameter µ(j)
for workers in group j, we are interested in obtaining the optimal load allocation (l∗(1), l
∗
(2), . . . , l
∗
(G)) and
designing the (n, k) MDS codes to minimize the expected computation latency. Due to the heterogeneity
of the straggling parameters of the workers, the expected computation latency cannot be directly calculated
from the known result of order statistics. We thus take a detour as described in this subsection and show
the asymptotic optimality of our solution in Section III.
Let rj denote the number of workers in group j which finish the assigned subtasks when the master
completes to receive the inner product of k rows of A˜ with x. Then, we denote the summation of rj’s
for all groups by r, i.e., r =
∑
j∈[G] rj . For N =
∑
j∈[G] Nj , let Tr:N denote the r-th order statistic of N
exponential random variables following the distribution given in (1) for each of Nj workers that belongs
to group j. We aim at finding the optimal load allocation to minimize the expected computation time
E[Tr:N ] for all r ∈ [N ]. Throughout the remainder of our paper, E[Tr:N ] is denoted by λr:N for notational
convenience.
In our modeling, group j ∈ [G] consists of Nj workers with straggling parameter µ(j) and shift
parameter α(j). Workers in group j are assigned the coded data matrix with l(j) rows. We thus have
n =
∑
j∈[G]
Njl(j). (3)
6In addition, we assume that Nj = Θ(N) for j ∈ [G]. Recall that an (n, k) MDS code is applied to the
rows of A ∈ Rk×d for obtaining A˜ ∈ Rn×d. This implies that the master needs to collect the inner product
of the k rows of A˜ with x to retrieve Ax. In this sense, the condition for guaranteeing the successful
recovery of Ax at the master is given as
∑
i∈B
li = k for B ∈ N r. (4)
Then, (4) is rewritten as ∑
j∈[G]
rjl(j) = k. (5)
For given
(
µ(1), µ(2), . . . , µ(G)
)
,
(
α(1), α(2), . . . , α(G)
)
, k, and (N1, N2, . . . , NG), our main objective is
finding the optimal (n∗, k) MDS code and load allocation
(
l∗(1), l
∗
(2), . . . , l
∗
(N)
)
to have the minimum λr:N
for all r ∈ [N ] with the constraint (5). Note that the optimal load allocation
(
l∗(1), l
∗
(2), . . . , l
∗
(N)
)
leads us
to choose the optimal n∗ from (3), which eventually means the optimal design of the (n, k) MDS code.
III. OPTIMAL LOAD ALLOCATION
In this section, we provide the optimal load allocation method under the proposed system model. First,
we find a condition for the optimal load allocation using a lower bound of λr:N . Next, we introduce the
optimal load allocation method which achieves the minimum of the lower bound. Finally, we prove that
for given the optimal load allocation, λr:N is equal to the lower bound for sufficiently large N .
A. Condition for Optimal Load Allocation
Recall that rj denotes the number of workers in group j which complete the assigned subtasks when
the master receives the inner product of k coded rows with x (r =
∑
j∈[G] rj). Let T
l(j)
rj :Nj
denote the
rj-th order statistic of Nj random variables following the distribution in (1). The expectation E
[
T
l(j)
rj :Nj
]
is rewritten as λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
for notational convenience. Here, λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
is equivalent to the average runtime of a
system using an (Nj, rj) MDS code.2 At group j we thus have
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
=
l(j)
k
(
α(j) +
1
µ(j)
log
(
Nj
Nj − rj
))
, (6)
for given l(j). Here, we use an approximation of Hn −Hn−k ≈ log( nn−k ) where Hn =
∑
i∈[n]
1
i
. We set
aside the derivation of equation (6) in Appendix A.
2Note that this does not mean that the group-wise small MDS codes are actually deployed.
7Recall that the overall latency is denoted by Tr:N . Our goal is to obtain the optimal load allocation
method to minimize λr:N . However, it is not easy to get a closed form for λr:N for given N =
(N1, N2 . . . , NG) and µ = (µ(1), µ(2), . . . , µ(G)). Thus, we use the following approach to solve the problem.
Note that
Tr:N = max
j∈[G]
{
T
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
. (7)
It follows from the definition of maximum that
Tr:N = max
j∈[G]
{
T
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
⇐⇒ Tr:N ≥ T l(j)rj :Nj for all j ∈ [G].
Then, we have the lower bound for the expectation of Tr:N as follows:
λr:N = E
[
max
j∈[G]
{
T
l(j)
rj :Nj
}]
≥ max
j∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
.
We first find the optimal load allocation to achieve the minimum of maxj∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
. Then, given
the optimal load allocation, it will be shown in Section III-C that λr:N converges to maxj∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
as
N goes to infinity. From now on, l(j) and rj are considered as real values to make the analysis easy for
j ∈ [G]. Observe the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Consider that there are two groups, i.e., G = 2. Let l∗ = (l∗(1), l
∗
(2)) be the optimal load
allocation which achieves the minimum of maxj∈{1,2}
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
. Let r∗ = (r∗1, r
∗
2) be the numbers of
workers to complete the assigned task corresponding to (l∗(1), l
∗
(2)). Then, λ
l∗
(1)
r∗1 :N1
= λ
l∗
(2)
r∗2 :N2
.
Proof: Suppose λ
l∗
(1)
r∗1 :N1
6= λl
∗
(2)
r∗2 :N2
. Without loss of generality, we may assume  := λ
l∗
(1)
r∗1 :N1
−λl
∗
(2)
r∗2 :N2
> 0.
It follows from the MDS property that the pair (l∗, r∗) satisfies the constraint r∗1l
∗
(1) + r
∗
2l
∗
(2) = k for the
successful recovery of Ax. For fixed r∗, let l¯(2) satisfy the following equation:
λ
l¯(2)
r∗2 :N2
= λ
l∗
(2)
r∗2 :N2
+

2
. (8)
We denote l¯(1) =
k−r∗2 l¯(2)
r∗1
. Since l¯(2) > l∗(2), we have l
∗
(1) > l¯(1). This implies that λ
l∗
(1)
r∗1 :N1
> λ
l¯(1)
r∗1 :N1
. Then
l¯(2) > l
∗
(2) and l¯(1) < l
∗
(1). It follows from (8) that λ
l∗
(1)
r∗1 :N1
> λ
l¯(2)
r∗2 :N2
. Thus, we have maxj∈{1,2}
{
λ
l∗
(j)
r∗j :Nj
}
>
maxj∈{1,2}
{
λ
l¯(j)
r∗j :Nj
}
, which is a contradiction to the the assumption that (l∗, r∗) achieves the minimum
of maxj∈{1,2}
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
.
Lemma 1 means that the expected latency can be minimized through balancing the task by shifting the
workload from a group with more workload to a group with less workload depending on the straggling
8parameter and the number of workers in each group. Next, we introduce Theorem 1, a generalization
of Lemma 1, indicating the minimality condition for maxj∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
(G ≥ 2) given the optimal load
allocation. Applying the same argument used in Lemma 1, Theorem 1 is verified.
Theorem 1. For given G ≥ 2, let l∗ = (l∗(1), l∗(2), . . . , l∗(G)) be the optimal load allocation which achieves
the minimum of maxj∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
. Let r∗ = (r∗1, r
∗
2, . . . , r
∗
G) be the numbers of workers to complete the
assigned task corresponding to l∗. Then λ
l∗
(j)
r∗j :Nj
= λ
l∗
(j′)
r∗
j′ :Nj′
, for all j 6= j′ ∈ [G].
Proof: The proof is in Appendix B.
We define
ξ
(
rj, Nj, µ(j)
)
= α(j) +
1
µ(j)
log
(
Nj
Nj − rj
)
(9)
for notational convenience. From Theorem 1, the optimal load allocation (l∗, r∗) satisfies the following
equations:
l(j)ξ
(
rj, Nj, µ(j)
)
= l(j′)ξ
(
rj′ , Nj′ , µ(j′)
)
, for j 6= j′ ∈ [G] (10)
B. Determining Optimal Load Allocation and (n, k) MDS Code for Achieving Lower Bound of λr:N
We assume that k is given. Note that we have the constraints (5) and (10). In this subsection, we provide
the optimal load allocation (l∗, r∗) which achieves the minimum of maxj∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
. In addition, for
given k, we determine the (n, k) MDS code to achieve the minimum of
max
j∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
.
We define a function
f(r) =
1∑
j∈[G]
rj
ξ(rj ,Nj ,µ(j))
, (11)
where r = (r1, r2, . . . , rG).
Lemma 2. The function f(r) in (11) is a strictly convex function on an open set S, where S is a Cartersian
product of open intervals (0, Nj), for j ∈ [G], i.e.,
S =
∏
j∈[G]
(0, Nj). (12)
Proof: Clearly, S is a convex set. Let g(r) =
∑
j∈[G]
rj
ξ(rj ,Nj ,µ(j))
. Then, it suffices to show that g(r)
is a strictly concave and positive function. Since Nj
Nj−rj > 1 for j ∈ [G], it is clear that g(r) is positive
9on S. Let g(r) =
∑
j∈[G] gj(r), where
gj(r) =
rj
α(j) +
1
µ(j)
log
(
Nj
Nj−rj
) .
One can show that gj(r) is concave. We set aside the proof of the concavity of gj(r) in Appendix C.
Since the sum of concave functions is a concave function, we have that g(r) is a strictly concave function
on S as desired.
Lemma 3. Let r∗j be the solution of
∂f
∂rj
(r) = 0, for j ∈ [G]. Then
r∗j = Nj
1 + 1
W−1
(
−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1)
)
 , (13)
where W−1(x)3 is the lower branch of the Lambert W function.
Proof: For j ∈ [G], ∂f
∂rj
(r∗) = 0 reduces to
r∗j
∂ξ
∂rj
(r∗j , Nj, µ(j))− ξ(r∗j , Nj, µ(j)) = 0.
This equation is rephrased as
r∗j
µ(j)(Nj − r∗j )
= α(j) +
1
µ(j)
log
(
Nj
Nj − r∗j
)
.
Let z = Nj
Nj−r∗j > 1. Then this equation is represented as
−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1) = −ze−z = W−1−1 (−z),
where W−1−1 denotes the inverse function of W−1. It follows that
−z = W−1(−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1)). (14)
By solving (14) with respect to r∗j , we get the result in (13).
The following theorem provides the optimal load allocation and the optimal (n, k) MDS code to achieve
the minimum of maxj∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
.
Theorem 2. The optimal load allocation (l∗, r∗) to achieve the minimum of maxj∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
, denoted
by T ?, is determined as follows:
3W−1(x) denotes the branch satisfying W (x)eW (x) = x and W (x) ≤ −1.
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r∗j = Nj
1 + 1
W−1
(
−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1)
)
 (15)
and
l∗(j) =
k
r∗j +
∑
j′ 6=j r
∗
j′
ξ(r∗j ,Nj ,µ(j))
ξ
(
r∗
j′ ,Nj′ ,µ(j′)
) , (16)
for j ∈ [G], where
ξ(r∗j , Nj, µ(j)) = α(j) +
1
µ(j)
log
(−W−1 (−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1)))
and
r∗j
ξ
(
r∗j , Nj, µ(j)
) = − µ(j)Nj
W−1(−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1))
. (17)
Furthermore, for given k, we have the optimal (n∗, k) MDS code, where n∗ =
∑
j∈[G] Njl
∗
(j). Then the
minimum expected latency, T ?, is represented as
− 1∑
j∈[G]
µ(j)Nj
W−1
(
−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1)
) . (18)
Proof: Recall that the optimal load allocation (l∗, r∗) satisfies the constraints (5) and (10). By solving
the (10) with respect to l(j′), we have
l(j′) = l(j)
ξ(rj, Nj, µ(j))
ξ(rj′ , Nj′ , µ(j′))
for j′ 6= j ∈ [G]. (19)
Inserting (19) to (5), we get
l(j) =
k
rj +
∑
j′ 6=j rj′
ξ(rj ,Nj ,µ(j))
ξ(rj′ ,Nj′ ,µ(j′))
. (20)
It follows from (10) and (20) that
max
j∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
= f(r). (21)
It follows from Lemma 2 that f(r) has the unique extreme point r∗ on S defined in (12). From Lemma
3, we have r∗j as in (15) for j ∈ [G]. By inserting (15) to (20), we get l∗j described in (16) for j ∈ [G].
11
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Fig. 3: Rates of MDS code with the proposed load
allocation for fixed (N1 = 100, µ(1) = 1, α(1) = 1)
and various (N2, µ(2), α(2) = 1).
By inserting (15) to (21), we obtain
f(r∗) =
1∑
j∈[G]
r∗j
ξ(r∗j ,Nj ,µ(j))
.
We obtain (17) using the following equality log(−W−1(z)) + W−1(z) = log(−z), where W−1(z) ≤ −1
and z ∈ [−1
e
, 0
)
. Therefore, we obtain the minimum expected latency in (18).
The load allocation in (16) is real value. Accordingly, for implementation, we convert the result l∗(j)
to integer dl∗(j)e. Here, we use the ceil function. In practical scenarios, the number of rows of A, k, is
fairly large, for example k ranges from hundreds of thousands to millions. This implies that the number
of rows assigned to worker is in the order of hundreds to thousands. Therefore, the round function on the
optimal load allocation has a negligible effect on the performance.
Note that T ? depends only on µ and N . It can be easily seen that T ? = Θ( 1
N
). Fig. 2 illustrates
the above statement where N := (N1, N2, N3) = (1000, 2000, 3000), µ = (µ(1), µ(2), µ(3)) = (2, 1, 0.5),
and α = (α(1), α(2), α(3)) = (1, 1, 1). We denote the scale of µ as q. In addition, kn∗ , the rate of (n
∗, k)
MDS code, is a function of µ and N . Next, we observe how the straggling parameter and the number
of workers in each group influence the rate. It is assumed that there are two groups in order to facilitate
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visualization. In Fig 3, N1 and µ(1) are set to 100 and 1, respectively. In addition, we set α(1) = α(2) = 1 to
observe the change in the rate k
n∗ as the value of (N2, µ(2)) varies. If there is only one group, then the rate
k
n∗ is a strictly increasing function with respect to straggling parameter. Intuitively, for fixed N2, the rate
can be thought of as a strictly increasing function with respect to straggling parameter µ(2). Interestingly,
however, it is not true, as we can see in Fig. 3. Next, we show that Theorem 2 is a generalization of the
result in [4].
Remark 1. Consider the case that there exist two groups. Assume that the straggling parameter of workers
in the second group is arbitrarily small, i.e., µ(2) ≈ 0. Note that ξ(r2, N2, µ(2)) in (9) goes to infinity as
µ2 goes to zero. This gives that limµ(2)→0 f(r) =
1
r1
ξ(r1, N1, µ(1)).
In the following way we reach the same conclusion as well. Assume that there are Nj workers in group
j and all workers have the same straggling and shift parameters, i.e., µ(j) = µ and α(j) = α for all
j ∈ [G]. From (16) and (18), we have
l∗(j) =
k
N
(
1 + 1
W−1(−e−(αµ+1))
)
and
T ? = −W−1
(−e−(αµ+1))
µN
.
These observations tell us that the result in our setting is a generalization of the result in [4] considering
only one group with the same straggling and shift parameters (i.e, homogeneous workers).
C. Asymptotic Behavior of λr:N
In Section III-B, we get the optimal load allocation for the lower bound of the expected latency λr:N
given k, N , and µ. In this subsection, we show that for given l∗ and r∗ obtained from Theorem 2, λr:N
converges to T ? as N goes to infinity. First, we introduce the asymptotic results for order statistic.
Proposition 1. [Theorem 6.1.1 in [35], (central order statistic)] Let l(j) be given. For fixed 0 < qj < 1,
T
l(j)
qjNj :Nj
converges in distribution to X , where
X ∼ N (ηj, σ2j ) , σ2j = qj(1− qj)Nj(fj(ηj))2 , (22)
F ′j = fj , and ηj = F
−1
j (qj). We denote T
l(j)
qjNj :Nj
d−→ N (ηj, σ2j ) .
Next, for given l∗ and r∗, we show that σ2j goes to zero as N goes to infinity in Lemma 4. Finally, using
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Lemma 4, we will prove that λr:N converges to T ? in Theorem 3, if l∗ and r∗ are given. For simplicity,
we denote
ξ¯(µ(j)) := ξ(r
∗
j , Nj, µ(j)) = α(j) +
1
µ(j)
log
(−W−1 (−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1))) .
Lemma 4. For given (l∗, r∗), the variance σ2j in (22) goes to zero as N goes to infinity.
Proof: Using (15), we obtain q∗j =
r∗j
Nj
= 1 + 1
W−1
(
−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1)
) . Recall that
fj(η
∗
j ) = µ(j)
k
l∗(j)
e
−µ(j)
(
k
l∗
(j)
η∗j−1
)
. (23)
From (16), we have
k
l∗(j)
= Njq
∗
j +
∑
j′ 6=j
Nj′q
∗
j′
ξ¯(µ(j))
ξ¯(µ(j′))
. (24)
Note that
η∗j = F
−1
j (q
∗
j ) =
l∗(j)
k
ξ¯(µ(j)). (25)
By inserting (24) and (25) to (23), we obtain
fj(η
∗
j ) =
(
Njq
∗
j +
∑
j′ 6=j
Nj′q
∗
j′
ξ¯(µ(j))
ξ¯(µ(j′))
)
a(µ(j)),
where a(µ(j)) = − µ(j)
W−1(−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1))
. Observe that q∗j′ , ξ¯(µ(j)), and a(µ(j)) depend only on µ(j). In addition,
if N goes to infinity, then Nj goes to infinity for j ∈ [G]. Thus, σ2j converges to zero as N goes to infinity
for given (l∗, r∗).
Lemma 4 implies that T
l∗
(j)
r∗j :Nj
d−→ η∗j .
Theorem 3. For given (l∗, r∗), λr∗:N converges to T ? as N goes to infinity.
Proof: It suffices to show that Tr:N
d−→ T ?. Since Trj :Nj ’s are independent, by using (7), we get
F (t) := Pr(Tr:N ≤ t) =
∏
j∈[G]
Pr
(
T
l(j)
rj :N
≤ t
)
.
It follows from Proposition 1 and Lemma 4 that for given (l∗, r∗), we have
∏
j∈[G]
Pr
(
T
l(j)
rj :N
≤ t
)
→
∏
j∈[G]
Hη∗j (t),
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where Ha(t) = 1 if t ≥ a and Ha(t) = 0 if t < a. Since η∗j = T ? for all j ∈ [G]. we get∏
j∈[G]
Hηj(t) = HT ?(t).
It follows that Tr:N converges in distribution to T ?.
Recall that λr:N ≥ maxj∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
≥ λl
∗
(j)
r∗j :Nj
= T ?. Note that the quantity λr:N does not mean
the maximum of the expected latencies of groups required to wait for rj workers from each group j
for j ∈ [G]. λr:N means the expected latency when the master aggregates k coded inner products from
nonidentically independent N workers. Since the load allocation in (16) is obtained to achieve the minimum
of maxj∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
, the quantity λr:N with the load allocation in (16) can be thought of as greater than
T ?. However, it follows from the result in the subsection that we obtain the load allocation in (16) is also
(asymptotically) optimal for λr:N thanks to the asymptotic behavior of central order statistic. In short, for
given (l∗, r∗), Theorem 3 indicates that λr:N converges to the lower bound T ? as N goes to infinity.
D. Uniform Load Allocation
In contrast to the aforementioned load allocation strategy, in this subsection, we simply consider the
uniform load allocation, i.e., we assign the same amount of task to each worker. For fixed k, N , and µ,
we consider the following constraints:
n =
N∑
j=1
Njl(j) and
∑
j∈[G]
rj = r.
In the above constraints, we consider the two cases where n is fixed or r is fixed. Uniform load allocation
schemes for fixed parameters n and r are presented as follows.
1) Uniform load allocation for given n: Assume that n is fixed. This means that we have an (n, k)
MDS code. Since we assume that l(j) is constant, we obtain l(j)N = n for j ∈ [G]. This gives that li = nN
for i ∈ [N ]. Let us denote lu := n
N
. In addition, the condition (5) for guaranteeing the successful recovery
of Ax is rephrased as ∑
j∈[G]
rj =
kN
n
. (26)
Note that (26) implies that k
n
= r
N
, where k
n
is a code rate of an (n, k) MDS code.
Consider the (n∗, k) MDS code obtained through the optimal load allocation in Theorem 2. When
using the (n∗, k) MDS code, the expected latency of the proposed load allocation and the uniform load
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allocation will be compared.
2) Uniform load allocation for given r: The system model used in [33] is described according to our
probabilistic model as follows. 4 In our system model, r is a parameter created by assuming the time to
receive k inner products required for MDS decoding. However, in [33], it is assumed that a fixed r is
given. The assumption that r is fixed means that the master performs MDS decoding to obtain Ax when
the computation results are received from r workers out of N workers. Thus, in order to use this system
model, the total number of workers is required to be greater than or equal to r. Then we have lr := li = kr
for i ∈ [N ]. Thus, for fixed r, we use an (n, k) MDS code, where n = Nlr. It can be interpreted that the
number of rows of the data matrix allocated to each worker is fixed to lr.
Regarding this case, we provide the following observation. For a fixed r, let (r1, r2, . . . , rG) be given.
For group j, the expected latency is then represented as λrj :Nj =
lr
k
(
α + 1
µ(j)
log
(
Nj
Nj−rj
))
, which implies
that λrj :Nj converges to
1
r
as N approaches infinity. Thus, for any (r1, r2, . . . , rG), we have λrj :Nj is equal
to 1
r
for a sufficiently large N . This means that the expected latency of a system using the MDS code
with a fixed r is given by 1
r
for a sufficiently large N .
In [33], the authors proposed a scheme to achieve the optimal latency of the MDS code described
above. Then, we get the following corollary to Lemma 1 for fixed r.
Corollary 1. For given G = 2 and n, consider the uniform load allocation, i.e. li = lr. Let r = (r1, r2)
be the numbers of workers to complete the uniformly assigned task lr which achieves the minimum of
maxj∈[G]
{
λl
r
rj :Nj
}
. Then
λl
r
rj :Nj
= λl
r
rj′ :Nj′
, for all j 6= j′ ∈ [G]. (27)
Proof: This corollary can be easily verified by applying the same method used in Lemma 1. So we
omit the proof.
In the uniform load allocation, we have λlrrj :Nj =
lr
k
(
α + 1
µ(j)
log
(
Nj
Nj−rj
))
. It follows from (27) that
we have
1
µ(j)
log
(
Nj
Nj − rj
)
=
1
µ(j′)
log
(
Nj′
Nj′ − rj′
)
. (28)
Solving the (28) with respect to ruj′ , we insert r
u
j′ to (26). Then we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4 (Theorem 3 in [33]). For given r and G (= 2), consider the uniform load allocation. Then
4Here, we set α(j) = α for j ∈ [G] to apply for the scheme proposed in [33].
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r can be determined by solving the following equation.
rj +
∑
j′ 6=j
Nj′
1− (1− rj
Nj
)µ(j′)
µ(j)
 = r , for j ∈ [G]. (29)
The proposed scheme in [33] starts with dividing the data matrixA with k row vectors into r submatrices
of the same size. Then rj , the number of submatrices assigned to group j, is obtained from (29). The
(Nj, rj) MDS code is used to encode the submatrices assigned to each group and send it to the workers in
group j, for j ∈ [G].5 After the master collect rj computation results from group j, the master performs
decoding to recover the original rj submatrices.
In general, (29) may not have a solution, if G > 2. For example, If G = 3, r = 200, (N1, N2, N3) =
(100, 200, 300), and (µ(1), µ(2), µ(3)) = (3, 2, 1), then there is no solution.
E. Load Allocation Scheme in [32]
In [32], the authors proposed a load allocation method. In this section, we propose the optimal load
allocation method according to the probabilistic model considered in [32], which is represented as follows.
The cumulative distribution function of execution time of worker i with a shift parameter, ai, is denoted
by
F bi (t) = Pr(T
b
i ≤ t) = 1− e−
µi
li
(t−αili) , for t ≥ αili (30)
We use the same system parameters (G, n, k, l(j), α(j), µ(j), Nj , rj) except for the probabilistic model.
Recall that ri denotes the number of workers in group j which complete the assigned subtasks when the
master receives the k inner products, i.e.,
∑
j∈[G] l(j)rj = k. The execution time distribution of worker i
in group j assigned to calculate the inner product of l(j) (< k) rows of A˜ with x is expressed as
F bj (t) = 1− e
−µ(j)
l(j)
(t−α(j)l(j)) (31)
for t ≥ α(j)l(j). Let λbr:N denote E[T br:N ] where r =
∑
j∈[G] rj and T
b
r:N is the r-th order statistic
of the N exponential random variables with the distribution function in (31). Let λ
(b,l(j))
rj :Nj
also denote
E
[
T
(b,l(j))
rj :Nj
]
where T
(b,l(j))
rj :Nj
is the rj-th order statistic of the Nj identical exponential random variables
with the distribution function in (31) and a shift parameter α(j) and a load allocation l(j). Then we have
λ
(b,l(j))
rj :Nj
= l(j)
(
α(j) +
1
µ(j)
log
(
Nj
Nj−rj
))
.
5In our modeling, we use an (n, k) MDS code for the entire matrix.
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Note that for given α(j), we can apply the same argument used in our probability model. Then we have
the following corollary to Theorem 2.
Corollary 2. The optimal load allocation (l∗b , r∗b ) to achieve the minimum of maxj∈[G]
{
λ
(b,l(j))
rj :Nj
}
, denoted
by T ?b , is determined as follows:
r∗b,j = Nj
(
1 +
1
W−1(−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1))
)
and l∗b,(j) =
k
r∗b,j +
∑
j′ 6=j r
∗
b,j′
ξ(r∗b,j ,Nj ,µ(j))
ξ(r∗
b,j′ ,Nj′ ,µ(j′))
, (32)
for j ∈ [G], where ξ(r∗b,j, Nj, µ(j)) = α(j) + 1µ(j) log
(−W−1 (−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1))) and r∗b,jξ(r∗b,j ,Nj ,µ(j)) =
− µ(j)Nj
W−1(−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1))
. Furthermore, for given k, we have the optimal (n∗, k) MDS code, where n∗ =∑
j∈[G] Njl
∗
b,(j). Then the minimum expected latency, T
?
b , is represented as
T ?b = −
k∑
j∈[G]
µ(j)Nj
W−1
(
−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1)
) . (33)
Proof: Proof of this corollary can be done by applying the same argument used in Theorem 2, and
thus we omit the proof.
Reapplying the argument used in Section III-A and III-C , we have λbr:N ≥ maxj∈[G]
{
λ
(b,l(j))
rj :Nj
}
≥
λ
(b,l∗
(j)
)
r∗j :Nj
= T ?b . Moreover, for given (l
∗
b , r
∗
b ), we can show that λ
b
r:N converges to the lower bound T
?
b as N
goes to infinity.
Similarly to Remark 1, we can also confirm that our finding on the load allocation and expected latency
is a generalization of the result for homogeneous workers under the latency model with a shift parameter
as follows. Consider the case that there are Nj workers in group j for j ∈ [G]. Assume that µ(j) = µ and
α(j) = α for j ∈ [G]. From (32) and (33), we have
l∗b,(j) =
k
N
(
1 + 1
W−1(−e−(αµ+1))
)
and
T ?b = −
kW−1
(−e−(αµ+1))
µN
. (34)
Again, the same conclusion can be drawn from the following approach. The aforementioned assumption
that all workers have the same straggling and shift parameters means that there is only one group, which
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naturally leads the uniform load allocation for all workers. The data matrix A ∈ Rk×d is uniformly divided
into r submatrices, then we apply an (N, r) MDS code to obtain N coded submatrices. In this setting,
we obtain λr:N = kr
(
α + 1
µ
log
(
N
N−r
))
.
Note that λr:N is a function of r and has a unique minimum on an open interval (0, N). Using the similar
calculation in Lemma 3, we obtain r∗ which minimizes λr:N as follows: r∗ = N
(
1 + 1
W−1(−e−(αµ+1))
)
.
Moreover, we get λr∗:N =
kW−1(−e−(αµ+1))
µN
. Observe that T ?b in (34) is equal to λr∗:N . This concludes that
our analysis generalizes the analysis done assuming homogeneous workers with the computation time
distribution in (30).
The load allocation method proposed in [32] is located in Appendix D.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we provide comparisons between the expected latency of the proposed load allocation and
existing schemes. We confine our interest to a certain range of µ(j) based on the following observations.
For a large µ(j), we have W−1(−e−(α(j)µ(j)+1)) = −∞. Consider the case where all workers have the
same straggling parameters, as in [4]. The expected latency is then expressed as (34). That is, given a
sufficiently large straggling parameter, T ? becomes infinite which means that the analysis of the expected
latency through this model is not appropriate. We, thus, perform the evaluation only for the range of
µ(j)(< 750) for j ∈ [G].
Numerical simulations are carried out using the Monte Carlo method with 104 samples. In Fig. 4, we con-
sider the scenario in which workers are formed into five groups. In Fig. 4, we setN = (N1, N2, N3, N4, N5) =
1
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(3N, 4N, 5N, 6N, 7N), (µ(1), µ(2), µ(3), µ(4), µ(5)) = (16, 12, 8, 4, 1), and r = 100. In addition, we set
(α(1), α(2), α(3), α(4), α(5)) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) since the scheme in Theorem 4 cannot be plotted if α(j) 6= α(j′)
for j 6= j′ ∈ [G]. The result in Fig. 4 shows that the proposed load allocation method achieves the lower
bound T ?. The proposed load allocation shows a 10x or more performance gain over the MDS code with
fixed r which is considered as a lower bound in [33] as N , the total number of workers, increases. The
reason why the expected latency with fixed r converges to some value (at 10−2 = 1
r
in Fig. 4) without
decreasing despite the increase of N is that the load allocation l(j) is constant kr . In other words, even
though the total number of workers increases, the amount of task assigned to each worker is constant. It
follows that the expected latency cannot continue to decrease.
Next, we compare the proposed load allocation with a uniform load allocation method. For uniform
load allocation, n has to be selected first. The simulation in Fig. 4, is performed with n as n∗ and 2k. The
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Fig. 5: Expected latency comparison between the
proposed load allocation, uncoded, uniform load
allocation with n∗, uniform load allocation with rate
1
2
, the lower bound of group code in [33], and the
proposed lower bound with five groups, according
to the scale of µ, denoted by q.
uncoded scheme, which takes into account the case where n = k, is the uniform load allocation. Despite
using the same (n∗, k) MDS code, the proposed load allocation method has a 18% lower latency than the
uniform load allocation does.
Another numerical simulation is conducted to observe the effect of the scale factor of µ, q, on the
expected latency of each scheme and to find the lowest limit on the expected latency of the uniform load
allocation with an (n, k) MDS code. In this simulation, the same setting as the previous simulation in
Fig. 4 is used, except N which is fixed to 2500.
The expected latency according to the change in q, the scale of µ, is depicted in Fig. 5. If q ≤ 10−2,
then the uniform load allocation with n∗ appears to achieve the proposed lower bound. In the region
[10−1.5, 10−1], there is a tendency that the uniform load allocation with rate 1
2
has a relatively lower
expected latency than the other schemes, except for the proposed load allocation. On the other hand,
in the regions excluding [10−1.5, 10−1], it has a relatively high expected latency compared to the lower
bound. In addition, the result shows that the expected latency of an uncoded scheme using the rate 1
uniform load allocation method approaches the proposed lower bound T ? as q increases to 101.5. Based
on these observations, we conducted the following experiments with the assumption that the rate of MDS
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Fig. 7: Expected latency between the proposed load
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code would have a significant impact on the expected latency.
Fig. 6 shows the rate k
n∗ as a function of q, the scale of µ, with N as in the previous setting of Fig.
5. In the region [10−1.5, 10−1], the rate is close to 1
2
, and the rate is almost 0.99 when q = 101.5. The
following simulations are done in region [10−2, 101.5], since the (n∗, k) MDS code achieves the proposed
lower bound T ? if q ≤ 10−2. The simulation results under the uniform load allocation show that an (n, k)
MDS code can exist to have an expected latency lower than the expected latency of a system using the
(n∗, k) MDS code if we use an (n, k) MDS code close to the optimal rate k
n∗ .
Therefore, the effects of various rates on the expected latency of the uniform load allocation is depicted
in Fig. 7. The simulation result shows that when q = 1, the MDS code with rate 2
3
has a lower expected
latency than that of the optimal (n∗, k) MDS code under the uniform load allocation. In addition, in
Fig. 8, the simulation is performed under the condition that there are two groups with parameter N =
(N1, N2) = (300, 600), µ = (µ(1), µ(2)) = (4, 0.5), and α = (α(1), α(2)) = (1, 1). In the simulation, we
have found that the lowest expected latency is achieved when the rate is near 0.52 under the uniform
load allocation. Given the same parameters, the proposed load allocation shows a 10% reduction in the
expected latency compared to the uniform load allocation with rate 0.52.
We now proceed with the simulation for the probability model with a shift parameter. From (30), we
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have E[T ai ] = l(j)
(
α(j) +
1
µ(j)
)
. This means that k is a scaling factor that affects the expected latency
in the probability model with a shift parameter. The following simulations are conducted with k fixed to
105. In Fig. 9, we set N = 1
10
(3N, 3N, 4N), µ = (1, 4, 8), and α = (1, 4, 12). In this simulation, we
observe that the proposed load allocation with a shift parameter achieves the lower bound T ?a . This result
is consistent with the result of [32] which is known to be an optimal load allocation scheme.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the optimal load allocation for distributed matrix-vector multiplication in
heterogeneous group clusters. Specifically, we established a lower bound on the expected latency and
obtained the optimal load allocation by showing that our proposed load allocation achieves the minimum
of the lower bound, which is shown to be the theoretical limit. Along with the proposed load allocation,
the optimal design of the (n, k) MDS code is obtained. The optimal load allocation in our setting is a
generalization of the result in [4]. From numerical evaluations, it is shown that the proposed load allocation
provides a 10x reduction in expected latency compared to the existing scheme.
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APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF EQUATION (6)
Let f
T
l(j)
rj :Nj
(t) denote the pdf of T
l(j)
rj :Nj
, i.e.,
f
T
l(j)
rj :Nj
(t) = Njfj (t)
(
Nj − 1
rj − 1
)
Fj (t)
rj−1 [1− Fj (t)]Nj−rj ,
where fj(t) = F ′j(t) and t ≥ α(j)l(j)k . Then
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
=
∫ ∞
τ=
α(j)l(j)
k
τf
T
l(j)
rj :Nj
(τ)dτ. (35)
Let k
l(j)
τ − α(j) = x. This gives that kl(j)dτ = dx. Then we have
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
=
∫ ∞
x=0
l(j)
k
(α(j) + x)f
T
l(j)
rj :Nj
(
l(j)
k
(x+ α(j))
)
l(j)
k
dx.
We easily check that
fj
(
l(j)
k
(x+ α(j))
)
=
kµ(j)
l(j)
e−µ(j)x and Fj
(
l(j)
k
(x+ α(j))
)
= 1− e−µ(j)x.
Let f(x) = µ(j)e−µ(j)x and F (x) = 1− e−µ(j)x. Then (35) is rewritten as
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
=
∫ ∞
x=0
l(j)
k
(α(j) + x)Njf (x)
(
Nj − 1
rj − 1
)
F (x)rj−1 [1− F (x)]Nj−rj dx.
Therefore, we obtain
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
=
l(j)
k
(
α(j) +
H(Nj)−H(Nj − rj)
µ(j)
)
as desired.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that λ
l∗
(1)
r∗1 :N1
≥ λl
∗
(2)
r∗2 :N2
≥ · · · ≥ λl
∗
(G)
r∗G:NG
. Let E be the
cardinality of the set e, denoted by |e|, where
e =
{
j′ ∈ [G] : λl
∗
(j′)
r∗
j′ :Nj′
= max
j∈[G]
{
λ
l∗
(j)
r∗j :Nj
}}
.
Assume that E < G. Then there exists h ∈ [G]\[E] such that
 := λ
l∗
(j′)
r∗
j′ :Nj′
− λl
∗
(h)
r∗h:Nh
> 0, for j′ ∈ [E].
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Note that the pair (l∗, r∗) satisfies the constraint
∑
j∈[G] r
∗
j l
∗
(j) = k. For fixed r
∗, the following procedure
is repeated E times to obtain a pair
(
l¯(s), l¯
(s)
(h)
)
in ascending order with respect to s, for s ∈ [E], such that
λ
l¯
(s)
(h)
r∗h:Nh
= λ
l¯
(s−1)
(h)
r∗h:Nh
+

2E
,
where
l¯
(0)
(j) = l
∗
(j) and l¯(s) =
k −∑j∈[s−1] r∗j l¯(j) −∑j∈[G]\([t]∪{h}) r∗j l∗(j) − r∗hl¯(s)(h)
r∗s
.
Then get a vector lˆ = (lˆ(1), lˆ(2), . . . , lˆ(G)), where
lˆ(j) =

l¯(j), if j ∈ [E] ,
l¯
(E)
(h) , if j = h ,
l∗(j), if j ∈ [G]\([E] ∪ {h}) .
The existence of lˆ is the contradiction to the the assumption that (l∗, r∗) achieves the minimum of
maxj∈[G]
{
λ
l(j)
rj :Nj
}
.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THE CONCAVITY OF gj(r) IN LEMMA 2
Proof: It suffices to show that
h(x) =
x
α + 1
µ
log
(
N
N−x
)
is a concave function with respect to x on the interval [0, N). The second derivative of h(x) is
−µ
(
αµ(2N − x) + (2N − x) log ( N
N−x
)− 2x)
(N − x)2 (αµ+ log ( N
N−x
))3 . (36)
Since αµ(2N − x) and the denominator in (36) are positive, it suffices to show that
v(x) := (2N − x) log
(
N
N − x
)
− 2x ≥ 0.
We easily check that v′(x) = x
N−x − log
(
N
N−x
) ≥ 0 on [0, N) and v(0) = 0.
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APPENDIX D
LOAD ALLOCATION METHOD PROPOSED IN [32]
Let l˜(j) denote the load allocation proposed in [32]. Then l˜(j) = ksδ(j) , where
s =
∑
i∈[N ]
µi
1 + µiδi
and δ(j) = −W−1(−e
−(α(j)µ(j)+1)) + 1
µ(j)
for j ∈ [G].
Depending on our system model, s can be rewritten as
s =
∑
j∈[G]
Nj
(
µ(j)
1 + µ(j)δ(j)
)
.
Thus, we have
l˜(j) =
k
δ(j)
∑
j′∈[G] Nj′
(
µ(j′)
1+µ(j′)δ(j′)
) .
We use an (n˜, k) MDS codes for this load allocation, where n˜ =
∑
j∈[G] Nj l˜(j).
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